TSI Exemptions by Test Scores

**SAT Full**
- Composite (CR + M) = 1070
- Critical Reading = 500
- Math = 500

**SAT Partial**
- Reading & Writing Composite (CR + M) = 1070
- Critical Reading = 500

**ACT Full**
- Composite = 23
- English = 19
- Math = 19

**ACT Partial**
- Reading & Writing Composite = 23
- English = 19

**ACT Partial Math**
- Composite = 23
- Math = 19

**TAKS Full**
- English Language Arts (ELA) = 2200
- Essay Sub-score = 3
- Math = 2200

**TAKS Partial**
- Reading & Writing
- Composite (CR + M) = 1070
- Critical Reading = 500

**TAKS Partial Math**
- Math = 2200

**NEW As of March 1 2016**
- SAT
  - EBRW = 480
  - MATH = 530

For Questions, Contact: UTSA’s Testing Services Office - Phone: (210)458-4125 - Webpage: www.utsa.edu/testing